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ABSTRACT

This paper employs data from the Censtis Employment Survey to

analyze the effect of education on the earnings of poverty-area

residents. It is shown that for the sample under consideration,

education has a significant impact on the economic welfare of both

whites and blacks despite the presence of truncation bias.

.
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EDUCATION AND-THE EARNINGS OF POVERTY-AREA RESIDENTS

g4

Bennett.Barrison(1972, p. 57) analyzed data fromhe Survey of

-Economic Opportunity (SEO) and concluded that "education is much more

efficient for ghetto whites than for' ghetto nonwhites. . . ." This paper

-

employs data ftom the Census Employment Survey (CES) to retest Harripon's

findings on the effdct of education on the earnings of poverty -area

residents.

In section I, the definitions of the poverty area used by.the

SEO and the CES are compared, and insection II their implications

for "truncation bias" are examined. It section III, the CES data are

described and the effect of education on the eargings of poverty -area

redidents is estimated. It is sholin that for the sample under considera-

tion, education has a significant impact on the economic welfare of

'both whites and1 blacks despite the presence of truncation bias.

Ole

I. The Survey of Economic Opportunity and the Census

Employment Survey

Before a meaningful analysis ofthe.economic welfare pflriloverty.-

' area" residents can be conducted, what constitutes a poverty area must

be discussed, particularly since the SEO, the CES, and other microeconomic

surveys define it differently. The importance of the spatial dimension
,

is a familiar concern in urban economics, but this concern has been

neglected in the literature based on recent surveys of poverty-area

residents.

The poverty areas of the SEO are clusters of census tracts in

Standard Mettopolitatt Statistical Areas with populations gfeater than
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250,000 that approximate the 16:2;Itile of all tracts in these areas

on the basis of a "poverty index." The index is constructed from'the

following 1960 Census data: the percentage of families w?th incomes under

$3000, the percentage of children under eighteen years old not living with

both parents, 'the percentage of males over twenty-five years old with less

than eight years of completed schooling, the percentage of male laborers

and service workers in the civilian labor force, and the percentage.of

housing units that are delapidated or lack *Complete plumbing facilities

C7
(see U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1966, for the complete SEO definitions).

The SEO poverty areas are clusters of census tracts, not necessarily

neighborhoods. In some cities several noncontiguous clusters of

tracts comprise the "poverty area." In the CES, however, poverty
rot'

areas are defined as contiguous neighborhoods, and are not directly

comparable to the more dispersed SE0 areas:

The designated areas cased in the CES, therefore,
differ from and are not to be confused with
other low incomeor poverty areas that have
been defined in the past. . ..,(U.S. Bureau

of the Census, 1970, p. vi).

A subjective element was employed to define a neighborhood, rather than

a collection of tracts:

le

Changes were made to thesgrpreviously delineated
areas based on more recent information acquired
by the Bureau's staff from a"wide variety of
sources (e.g.,, area houndarlZa, and data per-
taining to welfare programs, juvenile delinquency,
illegitimate births, and housing conditions).
Using thie information, the Bureau made pre-
liminary designations of the current areas and

***sent them to local experts for review. Efforts

were made to solicit comments from the local

person responsible for census tracts, the city
planning commispion, and any other agency ox.

person recommended as knowledgeable in this
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area. A letter was sent to each of these persons
or agencies explaining the purpose of the
project and requesting suggestions for additions
or deletions to the area. The recommendations
received were subjected to further scrutiny
by the Bureau's staff under a set ofguidelines
designed to assure some uniformity across the

country. Thus, the final designations of the
areas selected for the Census Employment Survey
represent a synthesis of previous area designations;
1960 Census and other more recent socioeconomic
data, and the *views of local knoidedgeabie agencies
(U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1970, p. a

The difference iri the definitions of,yhat constitutes the poverty

area has implications both for truncation bias and for policy analysis.

For example, the CES is very similar to the Urban Employment Survey (UES)',

a sample Harrison also used.
1

, Comparing the poverty'area definitions

of the SEC and the UES, Harrison concluded that

Examination of various Socioeconomic indices shows
that the UES area is, relative to the more dispersed
SEO "ghetto," the location, of the truly "hard-core"
poverty in tF.e city (p. 22).

What is particularly relevatt here is that Harrison himself found a

mpdOr difference 6ieceen the SEG and UES samples, whichhe chose not

4.0

ti6vempthasize. Harris n's well-known conclusion IS based on his results

from the SEO, but in a footnote he states that for the UES areas, the

"hard-core" tracts

A Chow test shoWed that unlike the SE0 areas the
individual. UES neighborhoods are not sufficiently '.
'heterogeneous. . , to.warrant running separate
regressions for "whites" and "nonwhites" (p 84,

' footnote 17).

In the larger SEO poverty areas there were significant differences

between the returns to education for white and nonwhite residents,

yet in the smaller UES poverty areas these differences were not evident.

Economic theory doea,not provide a definition of the poverty

area. An appropriate definition must involve a spatial dimension

7



and not merely define the poverty area as where poor people live. But

theory does not tell us whether the SE0 or the CES definition is the

correct one. It is beyond the scope of this paper to propose an optimal

definition of the poverty-area,. However., it is evident that empirical

results are sensitive to the choice of definition. In the next section,

the implications for truncation bias of these differences in definition

are discussed.

II. Truncation Bias

Analysis of a "truncated" sample of the population produces

biased estimates of the returns to education if the basis for truncation

(in the SEO and the CES, residence in the poverty area) is not independent

of the dependent variable. 'If poverty-area residence for both blacks

and whites is negatively correlated with earnings, and education is

positively correlated with earnings, then the error term will be negatively

correlated with education, and ordinary least squares estimates will be

biased. Unfortunately, the direction of the bias is indeterminate.2

There would be no .bias if all blacks lived in the, poverty area or if

the poverty area were defined to include all tracts in which blacks

lived,. Clearly thaIs not the case for blacks (or whiteg')._ Individ-

uals who achieve higher-income levels often move out of the poverty area

and thus are excluded from the poverty-area survey.

Truncation bias seems to be a more serious problem in the CES

than in the SEO. First, CES data are drawn from:a smaller area that is

more likely,than the more dispersed SE0 area to contain the "poorest.of

the poor." Second,ithe CES data were gathered ftnir years after the SE0 data.

If the mobility of blacks within the metrcpolitan area had increased
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during this period (1966-19/0) of growing incomes and government

attemptsto reduce discrimination in housing markets, then any given

poverty-area sample would. have, become. more truncated as higher-income

bldcks,moved out of the'poverty area (and, hence, out of the sample).

Increased truncation bias in the CES decreases the probability that

Harrison's finding of no significant returns to education will

be rejected. A failure to reject this finding is rendered inconclusive

by truncation bias, but a rejection still Constitutes a powerful test.

There is also a serious'problem in both samples concerning the

reiative degrees of bias.in the white and black subsamples. Since the,

SE0 and the CES poverty areas are predominantly blacky there is reason

to believe that the white sample'is biased even more toward the less-

educated, lower-income resident of the metropolitan area. Whites are

moremobile than blacks, so that given equal incomes a white is more

likely to find housing. outside of the poverty area. Such a situation

biases the results for, whites to a greater degree than those for blacks.

Wiseman and Doolittle (1974) were able to estimate the degree of

truncation bias in the SE0 by comparing results from a sample of

poverty-area residents with those from a sample of metropolitani.area

residents:. Measurement of the degree of 1 s is not possible with

CES data, as comparable information for non-poverty-area residents is

unavailable. In the next section the CES sample is described and

used to estimate 'the effect of education on the earnings of

poverty-area residents.

The CES Data

The CES surveyed, sixty poverty areas in.fifty-one cities.

Microeconomic data are available for fewer-than twenty-five of these
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areas. This paper uses a sample that pools themicrodaia from three
I

poverty areas--Cleveland, Detroit, and St. Louis. The sample provides'

a sufficiently large number of.observafions without introducing

,significant differences in region, racial composition, or structural

characteristics of the cities included.3

The size
(<and racial composition of the povetty areas are detailed

in Table 1. The population of each poverty area is about one-fourth to

one-third of the central-city population and about 10 percent of the total

SMSA population. Blacks comprise about two-thirds of the poverty-area

residents. The poverty areas contain about 35 to 40 percent of the black

,.population of the SMSA.

Table 2 mpares black and white 'residents of the poverty area

to each other and to the SMSA population at large. In each of the

three Cities,, poverty -ared blacks are better educated (Slightly) than

pov25x,p.erea whites and of equal educational attainment -With all

blacks within the SMSA. For poverty-area blacks, male unemployment

rates are higher, the percentage of families with incomes below the

poverty line is greater, and median earnings of males are lower than

for the other three groups. PoVerty-area whites have economic

characteristics that are very similar to those for all blacks within

the SMSA. Blacks and poverty -area whites have lower levels of educa-

tional attainment and male earnings and higher unemployment rates and

incidence of poverty than the average for all SMSA residents. Table

2 reveals that neither the poverty-area blacks nor,the poverty-area

whites are random Samples of SMSA residents, and that truncation bias

is likely to be a problem in the .CES.
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Size and Racial Composition of the Poverty Area

Cleveland Detroit St. Louis

209,645 348,413 194,882

27.9 ' 23.1 31.3

10.2 8.3 8.2

64.1 73,3 68.0

40.4 33.7 35.0

Number of: poverty -area

residents

Poverty-area residents as
a % of central-City population

Poverty-area residents as
a % of SMSA population

Blacks as a % of
poverty-area residents

Poverty-area blacks
as a % of SMSA blacks

I

I

.w.+. .,..,w,
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Table 2

Comparison of Poverty-Area Residents and Residents'

of the Entite Standard Metropolitan Statistica1.Area

Pov rty-Area
B1

Poverty-Area
Whites

SMSA.

Blacks
All SM5A
Residents*

Median years of school completed,
males, ages 25+, _ .

Cleveland . ,
10.5 9.8 10.5 12.1

Detroit 0.3 .10.0 10.3 12.0

St. Louis 9.6 8.8 9.5 11.9

Unemployment rate,
mekles, ages 16+

Cleveland 8.3 7.6 7.2 3.2

Ddtroit . 13.0 9.8 10.0- 5,3

St. Louis 11.0 '5.9 9.8s, 4.5

% of families with incomes
below poverty line

Cleveland 28.2 16.5 21.5 6.9

Detroit 24.8 21.8 18.5 6.5

St. Louis 32.4. 19.3 26.1 8.1

Median.yearly earnings,
males, ages 16+

Cleveland 6583 6817 7060 8930

Detroit 7215 6956 7540 9528

St., Louis 5276 6062 5896 . 8322

*Data are not published separately for whites.

12
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While Harrison's results, are based on a pooled sample of males

and female's (fromtwelve SMSAs), the results repofted here are based on

a sample of males, ages twenty-one to sixty-four.
4

Table 3.displays

the characteristics of the microeconomic sample; Table 4 defines the

variables. Poverty-area blacks and whites-have similar distributions

of employment by industry. However, whites are employed to a greater

extent in nondurable manufacturing and in

and public utilities industry, and blacks

A administration. Theiohoaehoid 'status and

the transport, ccmmunicaoaa,

to a greater extent in public

training attainments are alse

similar, but 37 percent of Poverty-area blacks havecompletedilligh school

compared to only.31.percent poverty-area whites', while 10 percent of tbe-whites.

and only 6.percent of the blacks report that.heaith interferes with

their job performance. The occupational distribution, average age,

yearly earnings, job tenure, and hours worked per Week are also very

similar for the, two racial groups.

Table 5 presents a cross-tabulation of the sample by ecNcational

, A

attainment and weekly wage. For whites and bleats, the average weekly'
. .

wages are practically equal, however, the range of wages by educational

status is wider for blacks. For blacks th( difference between the

average wage of those with some college ($15.48) and'those with less

than eight yews of education ($128.90) is about'21 percent, while for

'whites this difference is only 9 percent ($145.66-,133.86/133.86). For

bog blacks and whites, earnings rise with educational status (except'

at the college level, for whites). Obviously, such a'cross-tabulation

does`not control for the variation in personal Characteristics. The

regressien,results reported below move beyondtbis tabulation.

,13
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Table 3

Mean Value of Various Personal Characteristics
by Race

Characteristic

.Black Males
N = 1223

White Males
N = 542%.

Residential distribution
. Cleveland residents. .266 .393

Dettoit residents .496 .360

St. Louis residents .238 .247

Industrial distribution
.

Agff .001
.

- .004

Mining .000 .000

Const .043 .042

1\ Durable .
312 .424

Nondurable
. Tpu .

A69
.053.

.103

.103

, Wholesale or retail .115 .155.

Fire 0 .1 .011 .009

k -Busperi
:".44A,, .043 .066

Enter .038 .052

Edsery .011 .000

Pubadm .105 .041

Health status
Bad health .064, .103

Good health. .936 .897

Head of household .863 :838

e.. .
n

EducapaAnal attainment
FeOir than 8 years .185 .229

8-11 years .441 , .461

t12 years .290 .221

More than 12 years
4;

.084 .089

Training program completed .253 .251

Occupational distribution
Clerk .094 .100

.Machinist .052 .092

Craft .116 .149

Operatile .370 .321

.-Transportsmrker .114 .107

Labor .119 .098

Service .135 .133

14
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Tabl.e 3 (cont.)

Black Males
N = 1223

White Males
N = '542

Age (years) 40.9 41.2

Yearly earnings (dollars) '6654 6587

Job tenure (years) .

9.5 8.3

Hotirs worked (per week) 41.9 41.9

Note: Totals may not add to 1.000 because of rounding error.

15
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Talile 4

Variable Definitions-

6001;61 weekly earning;/price index)

for k = Clevelan4, orbetrolt, or' St. Louis; index used is

the BLS Low-Income Workers',Budget..

Age = age of ,the indikridual,.in years (sample contains only males,

2t1-84).

Tenure = length of,tenure on ,current job,'in years.

.

Training = 1 if individual hascoupleted a training program
.

in the armed forces, high school, trade school, leaeral
..,

or state program,0i an apprenticeship; 0 if not.

. 'Cleveland = 1 if the individual lives in the Cleveland poverty area;

ti

:0 if not.

St: Louis .= 41 if the, individual lives in the St. 'Louis poverty area;

E2

0 if not.,

= 1 if the indtviduil has completed fewer than 8'years of '

,

education; . 0-if otherwise.
. .

. -.

= 1 if the individual has completed 8-11'years of eduCation;
.1 .

4/ I %. .

3 =

E4 e=

Badhealth =

Clerk =

Craft =

0 if otherwise./ A
.,

E l'if the individual has completed high school; 0 if dthervise.

1 if the individual has completed one or more years of-college;

0 if otherwpd. .

. t
,

t

1 if the individual his a health problem that interferes with

his ability to hold a jdb; 0 if not.

1 if occupation is clerical or salea; 0 it otherwise...

1 if occupation is carpenter or craftsman; 0 if otherwise.

16
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Table 4 (cont.)

Machinist =1 1 if occupation is mechanic, machinist, or metal craftsman;

0 if otherwise.

' Operatives = 1 if occupation is operative; 0 if otherwise.
.

t Service

= l'If occupation is laborer; 0 if otherwise.

= 1 if occupation is service worker; 0 if otherWise.

Agff = 1. if industry is agriculture, forestry, or f

Const

0 if otherwise..

sheries;

= 1 if industry is construction; 0 if otherwise.

Durable = 1 if industry. Is durable goods manufacturing;

. O'if otherwise.

7 <

I ;

4..fr

*Nondurable = 1 if industry le nondurable goods manufacturing; 0 if otherWise.

Tpu

Buspers

Fire.

r Enter

= 1 if induStry is transportation, comminications, or , :

public utilities; 0 if otherwise. ' o

= 1 if induAtry is business, repair, or perSonal sery.ices;

0 if otherwise.

= 1 if industry is finance, J.surance, or real estate; ,

0 if otherwise.

= 1 if industry is professional services or entertainment;'

0 if otherwise.

gddety =. 1 if industry is

,

Filbadm .= 1 if industry is

educational services; 0 if otherwise.

government'(other than educational) services;

0 if otherwise".

Head = 1 if indilidival is the head of a household; 0 if not.

17
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Table 5

Weekly Wage by Race and Edutptional Attainment

%,

Educational Attainment

Black Males White Males

Size of Group Average Wage* Size of Group _Average Wage*

Fewer than 8 years 226 $128.90 124 $133.86

(52.69) (53.27)

8-11 years 539 136.34 ,250 140.34

(50.64) (58.90)

.

12 year 355 149.49 120 148.82

(57.36) (63.84)

More than 12 years 103 155.48 48 145.66

(60.63) (69.27)

Total sample 1223 140.40 542 141.21

(54.54) (59.85)

. t ,

*Standard deviations appear in parentheses below average wage;
. * %

. .

.

18.
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Table 6 presents the results of.a linear regression in Which

weekly earnings in the sample week is the dependent variable. The

4

results for blacks and whites are quite similar. Earnings rise with

age andreach a maximum at about 'age forty for both groups. ,Job tenure

and the completion of a training program both contribute sign/ficantlY

to earnings. Education contributes positively to earnings, although
A

only. two of the three.coefficients are significant for blacks and

.only otie for Whites.. Industry of employment is an important deter-,

mlnant of earnings. Public administration, educational service, and

construction are particularly advantageous to blacks, while con-
,

, .

. :Stmiction and,trahsportation,
communicati4, and public utilities

are advantarous to whites. Employment in*.these industries adds at

least.$3d per wdek to earnings, an impet greater than that associated A

with having.completed some college. Being a machinist Or a craftsman

has a positivejilipact` for both racial groups.

Table 7 presents data for thexaturns-to educai4pn by broad- occupa-

tional category. The results are derived by pooling the data for both 'oth

races from Table b and then-running separate regressions. for white -

collar andblue-collar workers. Foe both white and bluecollar workers,

earnings increase with the level of education. White - collar workers

'earn more per year of education than bluecollar workers. Both groups

earn about the same amolint by completing a training program.

If occupatipal and industrial status are dependent on educational

attainment, then the returns to education presented in Tables 6 and 7

will be biased.' Table 8 presents re returns to education when occupation

and industry are omitted as explanatory variables. Foi blacks, omitting'

occupation (row 1)-Naises the returns to education by about 20 percent,

'19
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/Table 6
`-.

Regression Results for Poverty7Area Residerits

Independent Variables

4 '

Dgendent Variables
A. Blacks' B. Whites' I

Weekly . Weekly

Earnings Earnings

Constant 54,90 28.06

Age 2.48 3.64
(0.91)* (1.46)*

Age
2

-0.03 -0.05
,(0.01)* (0.02)*

Tenure 0.63 0.70
(0.21)* (0.32)*

Training 9.43 15.69.
(3.42')* (5.83)k

A 4.
Cleveland -18.35 -2.26:

(3.59)* (5.66)*

St. Louis -21.99 -17.42
(3.84)* (6.55)*

E2 4.28 4.14

a
(4.27)., . (6.47)

E3 13.99 10.85

. (4.90)*(4.9 (7.72)

E4 19.28 20.76
(6.50)* (10.39)*

Badhealth

Head

Agff

Const

Durable

NondOrable-

Fit

-20

-22.36 -12;73
(6.05)* (8.21)

10.46 15.16
(4.47)* (6.9'5)*

-20:83 -9.47
s(50.80) (40.68)

45.92 30.86
(8.40) * (13.73)*

18.11 N21.29
(5.13)* .(7436)t

14.87 26.63
(7.13)* (9.94)*
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Table 6 (cone))

t4

Independent Variables

Dependent Variables

A. Blacks' B. Whites'.

Meekly Weekly

, Earnings Earnings

Tpu 29.50 (...
48.38

(7.79)* (10:60)*
.: .

t

Buspers 5.9-9 -15.74

(8.32) (11.43)

Fire . 21.29 . 7.98

(14.43) (26.98)

Enter -3,91 22.64

(9.08) (12.88)

Edserv 31:29 4

(14.96)*

'Pubadm 34.45 8:23

4/..* Transit

(6.31) *, (13.79),

11.12
(11.55)(6.39).

Machinist 24.21 20.65

(7.86)* (11.26)

Craft 1'7.85 22.21

(6.42)* (10.22)*

Operat\i,,le
9.01 7.68

(5.46)
. -

(9.21)

Labor 0.60 -0.22 '

(6.30) (11.20)

4-
0

Clerk 2.77
.

0.28
(6.55):

---

.(10.68)

1

Standard error 5l0.27 56.06 (

of the regression)

A Mean of dependent 140.40 141.21.

variab'e

R
2 .169 .165

. .

1223Sample size 542

Note: The constant in each regression refers to an individual who has

not completed a training program, who lives in Detroit, who bas completed

fewer than eight years of education, who is not the head of 'a household,

whose industrys wholesale on retail trade, whose occupation is service

woiker,.and for whom health has not been a problem. 21
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*Denotes significance at the 5 percent level; standard errors appear in

parentheses below tht regression coefficienta.r

22
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. Table 7

Returns to Education and Training by Occupational Group.

6.

White Collar
N = 406

Blue Collar
N = 1359

E2

E4

'Training

7.71
(8.57)

16.89

(9.63)

30.45
(11.44)*

12.76
(6.49)*

3..+1

(3.88)

12.72

(4..53)*

14.48
(6.43)*

10.10

(3.35)*

Note: Regression coefficients; standard errors in parentheses..

*Denotes signifitance.at the 5 percent level.

23
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Table 8 Th
Returns to EducatiorlWhenInclustry and Occupation

are Omitted as Explanatory Variables

010,

E2

Educational Attainment
E3 E4

1. Blacks: occupation
omitted

2. Whites: occupation
omitted

3. Blacks: industry and

7.11
(4.11) .

5.p9
(6.40)

6.14

16.63
(4.57)

12.14
r(7.65)

17.35

" 22.42
(6.27)*

19.78
(10.07)*

23.92

occupation omitted (4.31) (4.87)* (6.47)*

4. Whites: industry and 2.46 12.40 14.40

occupation omitted (6.52) (7.80) (10.20)

5. White-collar workers: 9.87 20.66 37.22

industry omitted (8.47) (9.45)* (10.92)*

6. -Blue-collar workers: 4.14 ' 15.93 18.38

industry omitted (3.95) y (4.59)* (6.56)A

Note Regression coefficients; atandard errors in parentheses.

.

* Denotes significance at the 5 percent levgl.
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and omitting industry as well as occupation-(row 3) raises the returns

by about 25 percett. For whites,,these omissions have a smaller impact,

and when both industry and occupation are omitted (row 4), none of,the

cclefficients are significant. Returns to both white-collar and blue-

collar workers are increased by about 25 percent when industry is

4

omitted from the regressions.

Table 9 presents a breakdown of the returns to education by age

,and racial group as estimated by'Pucher andliarrison (1975). They

pooled data from twenty of the CES poverty areas and ran ordinary_

least squares iegiessions in which hourly wage was the dependent variable..

Again, the average wage for woes and blacks in each of thy: three

age groups is 'similar. ,

Prime -age males, twenty-six to forty -nine years, earn the highest

wages and the highest return's to education. For blacks, twenty-six to

forty-nine years, the coefficient is six cents per hour. Thus,'a high

school degree translates into $28.80 for -a forty-hour week, while

years of schooling means one-half this amount (edUcation is, entered

linearly in these regressions.) The difference between a high school

degree and six years of schooling is thus about $14.40, which compares

'to the regression coefficient of $13.99 in Table 6. -The Xesults from

the pooled

r from the s

four, from

also has a.

sample of twenty poverty areas are quite,similaxto those

pie used in this paper (males aged twenty-one to sixty-

.

three poverty areas). The completion of a training program

positive and significant impact for prime-age males.

Education-and training do,not have significant impacts on the

younger andNoldprage groups. The results are striking for the youngest

group, whieh has achieved higher levels of, education but has not
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Table 9

Returns to Education and Training by Age and Racial Group,

White Males
Hourly
Wagel

Years of
Schbol

Returns to
Education 2

,

Ages 16-25 ''

N = 416

Ages 26-49
N = 1221

Ages 56-65
N = 536

Black Males.

2.46
(1.55)

..-

2.94
(1.46)

.

2.59

(1.40,

. ..

\

11.26

(2.37)

10.11
(3.02)

9.28
C3.16)

.

I.

.030

(045)

.051.

(.Q19)*

.042
'(.029)

'' .

,Aged 16-25 2.48
N = 431 (1.83)

Ages 6-49 2.92
N = 1484 (1.62)

Ages SO-65 2.63

N = 585 (1.65)

Returns tO2' .

Training

.180

. (.200)

.268

(,106)*

d

-.038
(.165)

12.20 -:084 .174

. '(1.56) . (.078) (.207) -

11.15 .061 .216

(2.37) (.025)* (.104)*

, 9.15 .004 .080

(3.16) (.030) (.179),

Source: gyher and Harrison (1975)'..,..,

14pan; standard deviation in parentheses.

2Regression coefficient; standard error in parentheses.

*Denotes Ognificance.at the 5 percept level.
) V

.1 a.. .1
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reaped the be/Wits. Many of the manpower programs of the late 1960s

were directed to this group, soothe absence-of a positive impact for

either education or.training is particularly troublesome. There is-
\.

the possibility that mobility in the younger group was increased by t'he

"programs of th0960s. If more of the'younger group move out of the

poverty area,-then truncation bias will be tore serious for this group.

Without.other data, however, this remains a conjecture.
4 '...,

, .

.
1..,

IV.' Summary

The regression analysis has shown that &g.'3teturns to ed tion,

for poverty -area a(sesidents are positive and significant on average.

4
Whites and blacks in the CES poverty area do not differ to a great

extent either in personal characteristics (based on selidard t-tests
111,

for the variables pteignted in Table 3) or in the way their earnings

Are determined in the labor market Oased oilNitests of the equality

of coefficients for the regressions of Table . Prime -age males and,

white-collar workers receive higher returns to education than the

other age or occupational groups.

Comparisons between whites and blacks are difficult to interpret

Vcause of the difference* truncation bias over time. However, they

, .

da seem to differ from Harrison's SEC results, and to approximate his

UES results, emphasizing.the importance of the spatial definition of

the poverty area. The results-for nonwhites do contradict, Harrison's

SE0 results, and, as argued earlier, the differentiartrUncation

bias in the CES serves to reimiorce this conclusion. Education

.does seem to pay off, althaill it is a risky investment. More than

27
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one-fourth pf the poverty-area residents with Some college earn less.

than the average weekly wage of those with fewer than-ight years of

schooling.
5

ATo say that education nd training are profitable investments

is not to say that 'they ar the optimal investment. In fact, the large

impact Of industry of employment.in the, regressions of Table 6 suggests

that policies that alter labor aMands may yield higher returns to

poverty-area residents than policies,>that emphasize aducation and

training.
tt.
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NOTES

1-

1Two Urban Employment Surveys were condadted. 'Harrison reports

on the 1966 UES, which contains data on ten poverty areas. The 1968
UETzgathered data from six cities for'both poverty - area-and non-poverty-7.

area samples. TheCES is similar to the 1968 UES:

The questionnaire and tabulation requirements
of the'CES in general followed the pattern
established by the Urban Employment Survey
(U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1970, ps

2
This discussion draws from Ca:it and Watts (1973) and

(1975).

Crawford

3Chow tests failed-to reject the null hypoehestS that the labor

market in these three metropolitan areas can be explained by the same

structure.

4
The data used in this paper were extracted from the CES to

examine the effect of employment location:on the wage rates of poverty

area residents (Danziger and Weinstein, forthcoming). Thus, only Chose

males employed during the survey week are includegin.the sample, and

weekly wage in the survey week is the dependent variable., Harrison

also examines the effect of education on unemployment, but this is not

possible. with the sample at hand.1

The distribution-.of wages by educational class .is available on

request."

21)
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